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600D polyester sports backpack 
with double PVC coating. 
Deta-chable rigid bottom in 
polypropyle-ne with plastic feet.
Front zip pocket for easy custo-
mization, 2 side pockets, badge 
holder. 
Rigid bottom supplied with the 
backpack.

Color: blue.

Dimension cm: 36X24X48.
Capacity Lt.: 42
Packing : 10/10.

 ART.TT.715AP
MULTI POCKETS 
BACKPACK WITH 

RIGID SHOE HOLDER

 ART.CC.662
MEDIUM ROLLEY 

WITH EXSTENDING 
DEPTH EXTRA

Medium trolley with zip for depth 
extension interior with fully lined 
clothing compartment, with zipper 
separation and closure and elastic 
bands to stop clothes. 
Removable bars to facilitate mo-
vement, removable thanks to the 
locking button action, equipped 
with four double wheels in ABS. 
TSA lock integrated. 

Colors: silver, blue and black.

Dimension cm: 66x48x26/31.
Capacity Lt.: 85/100.
Weight: 3.80 Kg

 ART.SIL.12742Q -  SPORTING BAG/ADR

Fabric 100% 600D Polyester, with front pocket, shoe compartment without rigid 
support, adjustable and detachable shoulder strap. 
(Optional rigid support art.SIL.51062S).  
Color: Navy blue. 
Dimensions: cm. 53 × 53 × 34 
Packing: 1/5 

Cabin trolley, fully lined, internal di-
vider closed with laces. 
Height adjustable handle. 
Equipped with a TSA lock, four 
double pivoting wheels. 
100% ABS.

Colors: silver, blue and black.

Dimensions cm: 55x38x20.
Capacity Lt.: 40
Weight: 2.60 Kg

 ART.CC.661
CABIN TROLLEY 

EXTRA LIGHT WHEELS

Bag for business and sports 600D polyester. 90 liters. 
Front pocket with zip ideal for customization. 
Badge holder for personnel identification, detachable shoul-
der strap with silicone shoulder strap. 
The rigid bottom comes with the bag. 
Bottom with rigid shoe rack full opening with zip.

Colors: blue navy.
(Upon request: royal, black, red).

Dimension cm: 52 x 33 x 53.

Capacity Lt.: 90.

Packing: 1/10

 ART.TT.815AP
SPORTS/ADR BAG

WITH RIGID SHOE HOLDER
AND BADGE HOLDERS 
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Aesthetic styling and functional design make this travel trolley bag a must have item. 
Internally, the bag is split into 3 sections with hook and loop strip dividers, making it 
ideal for separating your items.
IA comprehensive collection of versatile luggage pieces, suitable for travelling or ge-
neral everyday use.
Robustly constructed with strong materials and tough components. Reliability and 
durability guarantee 100% customer satisfaction.
Detachable and adjustable ergonomic shoulder straps.
ID card holder for ID card display.
100% polyester fabric 600D 1g, lined internally.
3 sections with velcro dividers, to separate the garments. 
Equipped with wheels for transport, badge holder in tran-sparent plastic, shoulder 
strap for carrying on the shoulder and side pocket. 

Color: black.
 
Dimensions cm.: height 28, width 34, length 52.
 
Packing: 1/4.

 ART.GS.909B
TRAVELLING  BAG TROLLEY

Travel bag, medium size, 55 cm, 600D polyester. 
2 side pockets, one with shoe holder and one with mesh, removable and adjustable 
shoulder strap.
Ideal for carrying work equipment.

Color: black, grey, white.

Dimensions cm.: height 55, width 28, length 25.

Packing: 1/15

 ART.TT.235AP
TRICOLOR BAG WITH SIDE COMPARTMENT FOR SHOES 

Weatherproof. Sturdy wheels, telescopic handle. Made of 600 denier super resistant 
polyester ripstop fabric covered with a TPU laminated film, ideal for equipment and va-
rious. The large main compartment is easily accessible via a hinged U-shaped panel. 
Inside there are plenty of solutions for storing objects, including a mesh compartment 
to allow specific storage of certain objects. Extra straps along the sides can be used to 
attach extra equipment. Fabric rings to secure extra luggage. Ergonomic detachable 
and adjustable shoulder straps. Three divided sections with tear-off dividers.

Color: black.
Dimensions cm.: height 55, width 42, length 80. Weight: 3,25 Kg.
Packing: 1/4

 ART.GS.159BIMP
 TROLLEY FOR WORK (WATERPROOF) 

Trolleys and travel bags

Versatile backpack with ergonomic back for the transport of insulating tools, tooling 
and PPE (helmet, insulating gloves, carpet and insulating cloth, voltage detector, etc.). 
Equipped with telescopic handle and easily stackable.
Retro-reflective bands, removable tray, retractable pocket for protective helmet, 2 lar-
ge side pockets for insulating gloves and insulating mats/sheets.
Capacity 30L.
Weight: 5.3 Kg.

Color: black.

Dimensions cm.: height 39, width 51, length 26.

Packing: 1/4

 ART.GS.SADT25
BACKPACK AND TROLLEY FOR ELECTRICIANS


